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Great reserve!.), and learning how exactly to be accountable for their own bodies by knowing their privacy
areas. I would recommend this for any mother or father (or professional) who works together with
adolescents and adults with Down syndrome! I work with the DD inhabitants and it was incredibly
educating and eyes opening. Wonderful to get information Thank you to make it so easy for me to get the
information I need to be the very best parent I can be to my daughter who was born 15 years back with
Down Syndrome. Occasionally it feels like we have been in a boat with no oars. this book has been helpful
in guiding citizens in the area of IDD and sexuality.You can find ideas for the kids IEP
meetings/documents.This book is very easy to navigate and discover the info I need help with. Just another
way to strategy factors helps tremendously. I purchased this book and suggest it to all of my co-workers,
interns, parents, etc.. We've informed her she has to hold back until she grows up (maybe 25 roughly), but I
appreciate this book and all the information it has about establishing boundaries, preparing for marriage (do
they know very well what it means? I've purchased this book 3 x now. A copy went to my son's SPED
instructor in Elementary school and now a duplicate to his high school social employee. Great social tales,
friend ideas, emotions identifier, description of body development, and lots of other details for all children
not only down syndrome children. And right here on Amazon, I need not go out searching and searching.
Great addition for the globe of intellectual and developmental disabilities Beautifully and thoughtfully
written. Excellent! I'm a psychologyst currently working with kids and adults with Down Syndrome and
additional intellectual disabilities, and We was looking for general information regarding sexuality because
this is one of the most common concerns for parents, teachers and caretakers. This publication is great, not
only it includes general information, but ideas, strategies and drawings about everything a mother or father
or caretaker should know (teaching adequate behaviors, menstruation, masturbation, relationships, etc.). And
I really like the thought of "parental pauses", a moment for parents to issue themselves in what they
think/feel about a certain subject Prior to trying to teach it to the child, to allow them to share the
information more effectively.I really recommend this book! Thank you as a parent of an 11 calendar year
old girl who has Down Syndrome! Not merely am I a mother of a kid with down syndrome, We am also
college nurse at a college that serves children with all sorts of disabilities. Great addition to my assortment
of books! Great informational book for parents, family, caregivers! Great guidelines Superb information and
guidelines for this grandfather with a DS child. I coach family medicine; When I discover books like this
that actually give me some insight it creates all the difference in the world. I wish it had been available when
my daughter, now age 37, was growing up Ought to be on the shelf of every clinician that works with DD
population and of every parent who includes a child with special needs I was lucky enough to get to take a 2
day time workshop with Terri. Five Stars Great tool for just about any kid with developmental delays and
the parents that love them!Many thanks Amazing book. It says Down Syndrome in the name, but it surely is
for any DD populace and I have actually found fantastic information in it that has helped me with my own
kids! I truthfully cannot recommend this publication enough. It could be used by parents/educators of small
children (pre-k) completely up to post-vocational age kids.Useful Tool for Parents of Adolescents with
Down syndrome My 16-year-aged with Down syndrome has decided she wants to marry her boyfriend, who
is 18. Four Stars Very good reading. Great Information!
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